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Wood-plastic composites (WPC) as a result of their ability to be produced from a wide range of 

materials and mixtures of different materials, including recycled materials and materials hitherto

sent to waste disposal, have become an area of increasing interest worldwide. Recent changes to

environmental legislation mandating higher recycling targets have created additional interest. 

WPC material is currently used in the manufacture of a number of indoor and outdoor products,

but these products are limited to profiles that have uniform cross section due to a lack of suitable 

post-production processes.  

The feasibility of producing three-dimensional wood thermoplastic composite products in a novel 

post-production process using extruded WPC profiles in a press forming method and the effect of 

temperature on this process are studied in this thesis. The aim of this work was to investigate and 

characterize the effect of temperature as the key parameter in the shaping process and to improve 

forming quality by regulating the process temperature based on the material characteristics.  

Experiments undertaken included primary tests to investigate the feasibility of the post-extrusion

shaping process using a press forming method and tests to establish the key factors determining 

the forming process of the thermoplastic WPC sheet. In these tests, the forming quality of the 

samples was investigated based on material characteristics such as variation in thickness, surface 

roughness and fiber direction. Preliminary forming tests revealed the importance of temperature 

as the key process parameter. A diverse set of related tests including cooling rate measurements,

flexural tests, tensile tests, conveyor surface energy measurements and numerical simulation were 

conducted to ascertain material behavior in the shaping process with the aim of improving the 

forming process. 

The results showed that the proposed shaping process is feasible and forming can be done in an 

uninsulated WPC post-production line. The cooling rate is a key factor in the process and needs to 

be considered carefully in order to find the right time for the pressing process. Additionally, the 

cooling rate sets limits on the slowest web speed attainable. Predominant fiber orientation also

affects the forming result. The samples produced were accurate with respect to geometrical shape 

and deformation of the product after cooling. Material variation of the primary extruded WPC 

sheet affected the quality of the final product; however, the shaping process improved the quality 

of the material, i.e., resulted in reduced surface roughness and thickness variation. Material

behavior under pressing forces needs to be considered during design of the forming tools.

Numerical simulation was performed using an elasto-visco-plastic material model and the

simulation results were in good agreement with experimental values, indicating the feasibility of 



using a simulation approach for preliminary evaluation of the formability of different WPCs based

on their material characteristics. At elevated temperatures, the studied WPC material showed more 

ductile behavior and a change in ultimate tensile strain. At higher strain rate, increasing the 

temperature increased the ultimate strain capacity significantly, whereas at lower strain rate,

increasing the temperature decreased the ultimate strain capacity of the material.  

Keywords: WPC, post-extrusion process, three-dimensional forming, temperature 
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Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In recent years, environmental awareness has greatly increased, leading to increasingly more 

stringent legislation, and environmental issues have become a focus of much research. One area 

of great interest is the development of new ways of utilizing waste materials. Innovations in 

manufacturing technologies have enabled the development of new products and utilization of a 

much wider range of raw materials, including recycled materials and materials hitherto sent to 

waste disposal. Wood-plastic composites (WPC) are a good example of a modern material that has

great potential, commercially and environmentally, through the use of recycled materials (Ashori

& Nourbakhsh 2009). WPC products have a number of different application areas, including the 

construction, furniture and automotive industries (Maine 2007). 

Wood-plastic composite material is a mixture of thermoplastic or thermosetting plastics and

relatively short wood fibers. The fibers are mixed into the molten plastic mass, where they form a 

fiber matrix. The properties of WPC depends essentially on the plastic and wood content. In WPCs,

the wood material generally forms about 30 - 60% of the total raw material furnish (Kärki 2012).

One of the key advantages of WPCs is the possibility of using plastic and wood product industry 

waste as a raw material, for instance recycled paper, plastic laminates and recycled plastics. The 

fiber material is mainly treated or untreated softwood, for instance, wood chips or sawdust 

produced by sawmills, plywood mills and other wood processing industry plants (Kärki 2012). 

Recycled material from the pulp and paper and board industry may also be used. Thus, composites 

can be considered as environmentally friendly, as their production can be based on the use of

recyclable materials (Klyosov 2007). 

WPCs provide many options for the utilization of recycled raw materials, and recycled wood fibers 

and recycled polymer materials are used in many commercial grade products (Ashori 2008). The 

use of waste materials can help minimize the amount of waste disposed to landfill, which reduces 

environmental emissions originating from landfill deposition. Furthermore, natural resources are 

conserved as the need for neat raw materials is reduced (Weber et al. 2002). 

Recycled polymers are commercially available from vendors, and the use of recycled polymers in

WPCs has been extensively studied. Recycled polymers can be used to produce WPCs with 

mechanical and moisture resistance properties comparable to WPCs made of virgin polymers 

(Adhikary et al. 2008; Nourbakhsh & Ashori 2009). In addition to commercial recycled polymers, 

studies have investigated utilization of recycled polymers from presently non-commercial sources

such as municipal solid waste and recycled polyethylene bottles (Singleton et al. 2003). 

The wood or other lignocellulosic fibers used in WPCs are often by-products of industrial

production that are currently under-utilized; sawdust is a common example (Najafi et al. 2006).

Comparison of natural fibers from different sources has shown that sawdust can provide functional

properties comparable to virgin wood fibers in wood-plastic composites (Migneault et al. 2014).

Other recycled natural fibers such as fibers from recycled newspapers and paper sludge, corn 

stover, coir, bagasse and wheat or rice straws can also be used for WPC production (Nourbakhsh 

& Ashori 2009). 
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Most research on the production of WPC products has focused on the fabrication and structural

properties of WPCs (Soury et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2013; Migneault et al. 2009), and there is a 

lack of research about post-production processes that enable a range of complex shapes to be 

produced. The ability to manufacture complex shapes would offer prospects of considerably 

increased market growth. A lack of available data means that WPC behavior in post-production is

difficult to forecast, and many assumptions have to be made and many trials carried out prior to 

manufacturing of three-dimensional products in a post-production stage.  

This study aims to improve knowledge of post-production processing of WPCs and thus promote 

more effective development of three-dimensional WPC products from extruded profiles. The study 

examines the effects of temperature as the key production parameter in a post-production process 

using press forming as a forming method after material fabrication. Based on material experiments,

process parameter analysis and shaping tool results, the feasibility of the process is evaluated and

improvements in the shaping process proposed.  

1.2 Wood-plastic composites 

Wood-plastic composites (WPCs) are a rapidly developing area of polymer science. Typically, 

WPCs consist of a polymer matrix, wood or other lignocellulosic fibers and additives (Dammer et 

al. 2013). Lignocellulosic fibers have low cost, low density, and highly specific properties. They 

are also biodegradable and non-abrasive (Saheb & Jog 1999). Coupling agents, lubricants,

colorants, flame retardants, and different inorganic fillers are the most common additives in WPCs 

(Coutinho et al. 1997; Huuhilo et al. 2010; Stark et al. 2010). WPCs have a wide range of 

applications, including decking products, automotive parts, and construction products (Clemons 

2002; Ndiaye et al. 2008). 

There is no universal definition for biocomposites and the term wood-plastic composite (WPC)

often refers to all wood, cellulose or natural fiber-containing plastic composites (Ojala & Harlin

2013). Generally, the term biocomposite may refer to a composite material that consists partly, 

mainly or solely of biologically derived materials. When discussing fiber-reinforced plastic 

materials, the term biocomposite refers to materials that have either bio-based fiber or bio-based 

plastic matrix content, or both (Faruk et al. 2012). Wood-plastic composites are flexible to produce 

and have a good strength-to-weight ratio. WPC material is in general more hydrophobic than

wood. When pressure-treated lumber is exposed to or immersed in water it gains 25% in weight

within 24 h and even 100% after longer exposure, whereas WPC materials may gain only 0.7 – 

2% and 18 – 22% in weight for equal exposure time (Klyosov 2007). Water absorption in WPC 

material is slow, and water absorption characteristically occurs mainly in the outer layers of the 

material (Klyosov 2007; Segerholm 2012).  

WPCs typically consist of a plastic matrix and wood fibers, which are combined with the aid of

coupling agents that work in the interface of the hydrophobic plastic and hydrophilic wood. The 

purpose of coupling agents is to promote adhesion between the hydrophobic plastic and 

hydrophilic wood so that a chemical bond is formed instead of wood being merely a filler in the 

plastic. In addition, other fillers are used to achieve or enhance selected properties, e.g. to obtain

increased stiffness. Common minerals in WPC applications include calcium carbonate, talc and 

silica (Klyosov 2007). Other sources of cellulose fibers than wood can also be used in WPC 

manufacture, such as straws, stalks, bamboo, and cotton, etc. However, the use of wood as the 
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reinforcing fiber is well justified, as wood is the largest source of cellulose in the world 

(Hämaläinen 2014).  

In addition to fillers and coupling agents, WPC materials may also contain selected additives to

improve the performance of the material or product and to meet demands set by consumer

expectations. Additives in WPC materials may include lubricants, flame retardants or fire 

retardants, UV-absorbers, pigments or colorants, antioxidants and biocides (Klyosov 2007). The 

effect of additives on the business of the manufacturing company is of importance, especially as

regards cost reduction or added value. The loading rate of additives is generally less than 10% of

weight, but additives to protect from UV-radiation and fire are advised to be dosed by the case, 

meaning that the effective amount can be higher than 10% of weight. (Satov 2008).  

Lubricants are added to the WPC to control the rheology or the melt behavior of the composite 

during processing (Satov 2008). Flame retardants are added to increase the fire retardancy of WPC. 

The fire retardants in WPC are commonly those used in the plastic industry as well and are added 

as dry powders to the composition of WPC in the processing phase. UV-absorbers in general

decrease the oxidative degradation of plastics and can provide some protection from fading as a 

consequence of UV radiation. Pigments or colorants are added to the WPC for color and as 

protection against fading. Adding pigments has been found to be more effective against fading

than the use of UV-absorbers. Fading can be decreased further by combined use of UV-absorbers

and pigments. Antioxidants have a positive effect on the oxidative degradation of WPC but do not

have any significant effect on fading. Biocides can be used in WPC material to inhibit microbial

growth (Klyosov 2007). 

Due to the limited thermal stability of wood, the plastics used in WPC applications are often

thermoplastics that can be processed at temperatures below 200 °C. Thermoplastics, unlike 

thermosetting plastics, can be repeatedly remolded when heated. Both reclaimed and neat resins 

are used (Klyosov 2007). Polyethylene (PE) and polyvinylchloride (PVC) are the most commonly 

used thermoplastics in WPC production worldwide - in Europe, however, polypropylene (PP) is

also widely used (Eder & Carus 2013). 

PE has a relatively low melting temperature, from 106 °C to 130 °C, and a density of 0.915–0.925 

g/cm3 for low density polyethylene (LDPE) or 0.941 – 0.965 g/cm3 for high density polyethylene 

(HDPE). The glass transition point of PE varies for different grades from -130 °C to -20 °C. The 

glass transition point describes the temperature above which the thermoplastic becomes ductile

and below which it has glasslike properties or becomes brittle. PE is the largest volume plastic 

produced in the world. It comes in different densities and is moderately soft, which is considered 

a benefit as it facilitates working with the material in general. PE is highly hydrophobic, with 

moisture absorption typically less than 0.02% after 24 h underwater immersion. It is also highly 

resistant to chemical attack.  

In this research, thermoplastics were selected over thermosets because of the possibility of

recycling and reheating the material multiple times, which enables more sustainable production

and improved rates of post-production without long material curing time. However, the forming

process must overcome the greater viscous resistance of thermoplastics compared to thermosets,

which makes the process rather slow or generates large shear stress in the fluid. (Advani & Hsiao

2012). 
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The material properties of thermoplastic WPCs differ from pure wood and pure polymer materials 

in that the soft and moldable polymer matrix allows the more durable wood fibers to attain complex 

geometries with stronger tensile strength compared to a pure polymer material. The matrix 

crosslinking with the fibers plays a significant role in determining the overall material strength of 

a WPC material, and the tensile strength of WPC materials is between that of the selected polymer 

and the selected wood filler (Klyosov 2007). 

The mechanical properties of WPCs are highly dependent on the fiber volume concentration, fiber 

length/aspect ratio, interface chemistry and, particularly, the orientation of the fibers (Harper 

2006). The properties of the thermoplastic matrix are strongly dependent on the temperature and 

degree of polymer crystallization. Figure 1 presents the general relation between temperature and 

modulus in a semi-crystalline material. This behavior is predominant in determining the suitable 

post-processing time window. 

 

 
Figure 1. Modulus at changing temperature of thermoplastic with amorphous and semi-crystalline 

fractions. Tg stands for the glass transition temperature and Tm for the melting point. The figure 

highlights the strong effect of temperature and crystalline material on the modulus and workability 

of the material.  

Askeland and Fulay (Askeland & Fulay 2010) state that at the melting point of polymers the 

strength and modulus of elasticity are nearly zero and the polymer is suitable for casting and many 

forming processes. Below the melting temperature, the polymer chains are still twisted and 

intertwined. These polymers have an amorphous structure. Just below the melting temperature, the 

polymer behaves in a rubbery manner. When stress is applied, both elastic and plastic deformation 

of the polymer occurs. When the stress is removed, the elastic deformation is quickly recovered, 

but the polymer is permanently deformed due to the movement of the chains. Some of this 

deformation is recovered over a period of time. Thus, many polymers exhibit a viscoelastic 
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behavior. Large permanent elongations can be achieved, permitting the polymer to be formed into 

useful shapes by molding and extrusion. Generally, HDPE-based composite deck boards lose 

about 30 – 60% of their flexural strength when the temperature changes from ambient temperature  

to 55 – 60 °C (Klyosov 2007). Thus, flexural strength and modulus are very temperature-correlated 

characteristics of WPC and HDPE, and as a result, temperature is the key parameter in the shaping 

process of WPC products. 

Two methods are commonly used in the preparation of polymer composites: a one-step method 

and a two-step method. The one-step method is to mix and soak fiber and resin directly and at the 

same time cure and mold the resultant slurry to produce the composite. The two-step method is to 

first mix and wet fiber and resin to form a middle product and then make the composite product 

(Wang et al. 2011).  
 

Composite press forming as a one-step method and extrusion as a two-step method are the most 

commonly used manufacturing techniques. In the one-step method of press forming, the 

ingredients are pressed together in a mold at elevated temperature in powdery or fabric form. In 

the two-step extrusion method, heat and shear forces are applied to a polymer within the barrel of 

an extruder. This process can be used to blend polymers with fibers. As seen in Figure 2, the 

process can be used for the manufacture of solid profiles, flat sheets and hollow sectioned profiles 

of the dimensions required for decking, window joinery and cladding (Ansell 2015). Cao et al. 

(2013) have investigated the effect of different preparation methods on the flexural properties of 

WPC with HDPE and found that extruded material had the highest flexural strength of the methods 

studied (Cao et al. 2013). In view of the better flexural strength, this work is limited to extrusion 

as a preparation method. 

 

Figure 2. Production of a WPC material profile in an extruder with a nozzle tool. 
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1.3 WPC market 

 

Although WPCs have been produced for several decades, major growth in the U.S. market has 

happened fairly recently. In 1983, American Woodstock began producing WPC panel substrates 

for automotive interiors using Italian extrusion technology (Schut 1999) and in the early 90s 

Advanced Environmental Recycling Technologies (AERT, Junction, TX) and other companies 

such as Trex (Winchester, VA) started to produce WPCs consisting of approximately 50% wood 

fiber in polyethylene. Most of the produced composites were sold as deck boards, industrial 

flooring and timbers (Youngquist 1995). Currently, the decking market is the largest and fastest 

growing segment of the WPC market. 

  

North America has the largest share of WPC markets, estimated to be 48% of the total world 

market in 2015. China is the second largest market with a world market share of 33%, followed 

by Europe with a 9% share, and Japan with a 4% market share. By relative growth of the market, 

China is the fastest growing market, with an annual growth of 25%. Growth per annum (p.a.) in 

North America is 8% and 11% in Europe (Eder & Carus 2013). The total market in the European 

Union is forecast to rise from 265 000 tonnes p.a. in 2012 to 580 000 - 950 000 tonnes p.a. in 2020, 

depending on incentives for bio-based products (Carus et al. 2015). 

 

Decking applications dominate the global wood-plastic market (Hyvärinen 2014), accounting for 

over 80% of total wood-plastic demand in building and construction. The automotive segment is 

expected to witness significant growth due to rising demand for bio-based products for car interior 

parts such as seat cushions, cabin linings and backrests.   

 

In Europe, the share of decking products in the total WPC market was 67% in 2012. Products for 

the automotive industry were the second largest group, with a market share of 23%. Siding and 

fencing products, technical applications, and furniture are other notable product areas in Europe. 

Automotive applications are expected to present the largest relative growth, as their share is 

estimated to rise from 60 000 tonnes in 2012 to 80 000 - 300 000 tonnes in 2020 (Carus et al. 

2015). 

 

The global WPC market was valued at USD 4.06 billion in 2015 and is expected to reach USD 

9.77 billion by 2024 (Grand View Research & Grand View Research 2016). Increasing demand 

for WPCs in the construction industry, i.e. for decking, fencing, and molding and siding 

applications, is expected to be the key driver for market growth.  
 

In 2012, in the European Union (EU), decking represented 67% of the WPC market, followed by 

automotive interior parts with a market share 23% (Table 1). The market share of decking in the 

EU area is still growing, and it is expected to outstrip the level of tropical wood in most European 

countries by 2020. Decking also has the largest WPC market share in the world´s leading regions 

of WPC production, North America and China (Carus et al. 2015). 
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Table 1. Production of WPCs in the European Union in 2012 (Carus et al. 2015). 

 
Field of application Production in tonnes 

Decking  174000 

Automotive 60000 

Siding and fencing 16000 

Technical applications 5000 

Furniture 2500 

Consumer products 2500 

Total 260000 

 

The market share of WPC is continuously growing, and it is expected that it will reach and surpass 

the level of tropical wood in most European countries by 2020 (Carus et al. 2015). The range of 

WPC applications is expanding continuously in the fields of furniture, technical applications, and 

consumer goods. These, in addition to siding and fencing, show the highest percentage increases 

(Carus et al. 2015).  

1.4 Objectives  

The work has the following objectives: to investigate from the formability point of view the 

feasibility of using a novel post-production process for extruded wood thermoplastic composite to 

produce three-dimensional extrusion-based WPC products; and to find the most viable forming 

method for use in the post production process, either as an online or offline process. The focus of 

the research is on the effect of temperature as the key process parameter affecting the shaping 

process in the post-extrusion phase, and the possibility of improving the forming result based on 

this parameter to enable novel product geometries and increased applicability of the composite 

material. 

1.5 Hypotheses  

Experiments and theoretical aspects of the work are based on the following hypotheses: 

 Use of a suitable post-production process and selection of an appropriate shaping method 

make viable the production from extruded WPC profiles of a wide range of three-

dimensional WPC products. 

 Use of press forming and appropriate temperature in the three-dimensional shaping process 

of extruded WPC sheets can reduce variation in material quality and enhance the quality 

of the final product.  

 Temperature, as the key process parameter, has a great effect on the shaping process in that 

this parameter defines when and how material requires transfer to the shaping stage, and 

tuning this parameter makes shaping and successful forming feasible and enables the 

forming quality to be improved. 
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1.6 Scope of the thesis and role of the articles  

The focus of the thesis is on the effect of temperature as the key factor in the shaping process for 

the extruded WPC profiles. The main issues in 3D forming of WPC profiles are presented in Figure 

3. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Issues in 3D forming of WPC profiles and their connection to the published articles (I-

V) and the effect of temperature. 
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 Shaping process of extruded WPC profiles  

2.1 Extrusion as a primary production method  

Extrusion, injection molding, compression molding and additive manufacturing technologies can 

be used to process WPCs. Extrusion and injection molding are the most common WPC processing 

technologies, while additive manufacturing technologies such as 3D printing of WPC are emerging 

processing solutions (Kim & Pal 2010; Faruk et al. 2012; Hofmann 2014). Typically, WPC 

products are a hollow or solid extruded profile or an injection molded part (Kim & Pal 2010). Use 

of co-extruded structures in wood-plastic composite manufacturing has been studied widely in the 

literature (Jin & Matuana 2008; Jin & Matuana 2009; Yao & Wu 2010; Kim et al. 2013). 

 

Direct extrusion is the most commonly used technique in the manufacture of WPC products. Both 

profiles and sheet materials for compression molding can be manufactured with direct extrusion 

(Hietala 2012). 

 

In extrusion-based production, the polymer is melted and wood and other additives are then mixed 

into the melted polymer. The compounded mixture is then conveyed through a die to give the 

product the desired shape. Hollow and solid profiles or sheet materials and other semi-finished 

products are examples of typical products manufactured with extrusion. Single-screw extruders, 

counter-rotating twin-screw extruders and co-rotating twin-screw extruders are common types of 

extrusion machines (Väntsi 2014). Twin-screw extruders are often used in large-scale applications 

because they provide better dispersion of the melt and higher material output. The counter-rotating 

twin-screw extruder has lower screw revolutions per minute (rpm), which reduces the risk of 

burning the materials, and lower shear mixing than the co-rotating twin screw extruder (Kim & 

Pal 2010). Extrusion is a suitable processing method for polymers with high molecular weight; 

high molecular weight provides better melt strength (Faruk et al. 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4. Principle of an extrusion machine (AZO material 2017). 
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2.2 Post-production process environment  

Based on the characteristics of the material and the primary production process, the secondary 

process may run as an online process, which means that the post-production line is located 

immediately after the extruder, or alternatively, offline, where the shaping process takes place at a 

separate time and place.  The type of secondary process chosen depends on the manufacturers’ 

priorities and economic considerations.  

When using an offline process, the profiles produced by extrusion in the primary forming process 

need to be cut to suit the pressing tool geometry and heating oven size limitations. The cut profiles 

are then transferred to a pre-heating process and after reaching the required temperature are 

conveyed to the shaping unit. This offline method is suitable for thermoplastic base materials that 

can be reheated without detrimental effects on the material properties.  

In the online post-production process, the extruded material for this secondary process comes 

directly from the extruder as a continuous flow and does not require additional preparation steps 

such as pre-heating, which saves energy and reduces the production time significantly. In addition 

to thermoplastics, thermoset and elastomeric polymer materials can also be used in this process. 

Online post-production with the feeding extruder located adjacent to the shaping machine is 

common in the plastic packaging industry but a novel process in manufacturing of WPC products. 

Use of online post-production processing could improve the efficiency of WPC product 

manufacture and make the production process cheaper, more ecological and more energy-efficient. 

Considering the shaping process as a sub-section of the post-production process enables the 

relationship between shaping and the overall process environment from the viewpoint of 

temperature effects to be seen. Knowledge of changes in temperature during the production 

process and understanding of the effect of temperature on material characteristics enable optimum 

shaping results to be obtained and allow optimization in the forming stage. The shaping process is 

directly related to the process environment, as the shaping process is continuous in an online 

production process, and the cooling rate of the material will define when and how far from the 

primary production point the sheet should be formed. Conveying of the material to the shaping 

stage plays a key role in quality and, due to the effect of transportation on temperature, positioning 

of the extruded sheet for pressing and selection of the conveyor material require careful 

consideration. Figure 5 presents the general layout of the shaping process in a post-production 

process for an extruded WPC profile. 

 

 

   

 

Figure 5. General layout of a post-extrusion shaping process. 

Extruder 

or Oven Material transport Shaping Unit 
Products 
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2.2.1 Possible post-production line  

Profile production is carried out with an extrusion tool linked to the extruder, either as a part of 

the extruder itself or immediately after it (Toghyani et al. 2013). The nozzle tool creates and adjusts 

the cross-sectional profile of the product during the fabrication process. The profile is modified 

during the fabrication by changing the thickness or shape in one or more areas of the cross-section. 

WPC as a composite material sets requirements on the post-process that differ from those of sheet 

metal or purely polymer-based production. The material properties of WPCs are both temperature 

and time-dependent, and particularly the viscoelastic temperature-dependent amorphous structure 

(J. Pooler & V. Smith 2004) places demands on the environmental factors of the processing, such 

as cooling conditions, humidity and speed of the extrusion, which need to be taken into 

consideration for optimal production.   

The extrusion process has to be conducted at constant speed and the extruder cannot be moved due 

to its heavy mass, so for post-production to follow the extrusion process, the shaping tool has to 

have linear movement along the extruded material during the post-processing stage and then retract 

to prepare for the next cycle. 

The design configuration resembles the flying shear mechanism used in sheet metal post-

processing. The Metal Forming Handbook (Schuler GmbH 1998) states that: “The benefits of this 

design are continuous feed with a constant straightening machine speed and elimination of the pit 

to accommodate the coil loop, so ensuring that the material is not bent again after straightening. 

As the sheared blank also moves at the same speed as the coil, there is no need to accelerate the 

blank as is the case when using stationary shearing methods. Compared to the stop and go method 

used with roller feed and stationary shears, the return movement involved in the flying shear 

method results in a slightly lower output when working with short cut lengths.”. In production of 

the WPC, the disadvantage of reduced speed is not problematic because the extruder speed is 

significantly lower than continuous casting methods with sheet metals. 

Analogical to sheet metal parts (Subramonian et al. 2013, p.63), also in WPC cutting  the punch-

die clearance is one of the key process parameters affecting both tool life and the edge quality of 

parts in blanking and piercing. In this study, clearance between the punch and die needs to be in 

the region of 0.01 mm, which sets high manufacturing requirements for both parts and requires 

that the machine supports are equivalently accurate and stiff. Asymmetric part designs create 

bending forces within the supports that the supports have to be able to withstand without 

deformation, as deformation would cause the punch and die to collide. The heat conducted from 

the work piece to the press can add to the complexity of the design, as heat expansion of the 

machine has to be considered.  

Other challenges in the system include delivery of the composite material, which is affected by the 

variable distance between the press and the extruder, and issues related to the control and actuation 

systems needed to meet the requirements of acceleration and deceleration for precision and 

production of smaller products. 

Due to the extrusion process characteristics, extra space is required to accommodate material 

transport between the extruder and the cutting tool and between the cutting and forming tools. The 
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supporting structures should be able to carry the material in its elastic state for the length of the 

post-process line. A conveyor belt with rollers attached to the moving tool units is proposed. 

Based on the above-mentioned aspects of WPC forming, a theoretical construction as illustrated 

in Figure 6 is proposed. A coupled system with a feeding extruder located next to the shaping 

process is common in the plastic packaging industry but is a novel approach in the manufacturing 

of WPC products (Toghyani et al. 2013; Matthews et al. 2015).  

 

 
Figure 6. Process overview of the proposed design with two hybrid pressing units with estimated 

scale. 

To decrease the horizontal component of vibration, a second pressing-forming unit traveling in the 

opposite direction was added to the proposed construction. On the guide table, there are two rails 

on which presses A and B move. Two servo motor units with belt drive are considered as the 

actuation system for the horizontal motion of the presses. As each press uses a separate actuation 

unit, the horizontal movement of both presses is synchronized only electronically.  

This arrangement not only allows for control of the dynamic range of motion but also enables 

straightforward adjustment of the initial distance of the presses, which is dependent on the 

manufactured component length, extrusion speed, achievable acceleration, and forming/cutting 

time. 

The proposed design is modular, as the table and motion system can be used with different pressing 

units, which can be designed for various forming force levels. The table can be made of several 

similar pieces assembled together to create the required length of travel – either to accommodate 

longer products, or to change the range of motion to adjust for a longer forming cycle. In a setup 

with two extruders, two production lines can be arranged in opposite directions and the tables can 

be connected to form a zero-vibration system with asymmetric pressing unit motion. In such an 

arrangement, the presses would work in pairs on two different production lines. Asymmetric press 

motion could allow for fast return to the initial position without compromising vibration 

characteristics. 

The cutting and forming of WPC requires force and the correct temperature. Therefore, 

temperature control of the extruded profile is mandatory. Preliminary forming tests indicated that 

the force requirement for the forming/cutting tool operating with hot material is in the range 5-20 

kN for a sample of 400x400 mm in size and for initial profile thickness of 10 mm. The force values 
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will differ according to the input profile thickness and cross-section, temperature and type of 

material, level of deformation of the profile during the forming action, as well as the forming 

speed. The optimal temperature for the material to be processed has to be estimated to guarantee 

sharp cuts, low forming forces, and easy removal of the manufactured pieces from the punch.  

2.3 Three-dimensional forming of WPC sheet in post-production  

A number of methods for three-dimensional forming are found in the plastic, paperboard and metal 

industries, some of which have capabilities and characteristics that make them candidates for post-

production forming of WPC profiles. Possible three-dimensional shaping processes in forming of 

WPC profiles include deep drawing, thermoforming, hydroforming, injection molding, 

compression and transfer molding, blow molding, and additive manufacturing. Selection of the 

best method for a post-production process depends on the nature of the composite material, the 

production cost, product shape and size, and desired production rate. In addition, the production 

line has to meet environmental, material and production requirements such as suitable temperature 

and moisture conditions. Some methods are more demanding than others and they may be 

applicable only in special circumstances.  

2.3.1 Deep drawing 

Deep drawing involves pressing a male die into the sheet until it stops against a female die, leaving 

an imprint on the sheet (Östlund et al. 2011). With this process, it is possible to produce a final 

workpiece using a minimal number of operations and generating minimal scrap. Furthermore, the 

workpiece produced can be assembled without further operations. The method is extensively used 

in the automotive and aircraft industries because of the capability to produce diverse shapes and 

dimensions, and it is attractive due to rapid press cycle times and ease of production (Boljanovic 

2004). There are two deep drawing processes: deep drawing without a reduction in the thickness 

of the workpiece material (pure drawing) and deep drawing with a reduction in the thickness of 

the workpiece material (ironing). A schematic illustration of these deep drawing processes is 

shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7b, it can be seen that the basic tools for deep drawing are the 

punch, the drawing die ring, and the blank holder. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the deep drawing process: a) pure drawing; b) ironing 

(Boljanovic 2004). 
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Deep drawing is mostly used in sheet metal industries but it has also been used in the forming of 

coated paperboard, which like WPC is a fiber-based material and has a plastic component. 

Production issues such as thickness variation and poor surface quality caused by sticking or 

cracking of material in the production process are likely to be similar for both materials (Leminen 

et al. 2013). 

2.3.2 Thermoforming 

In thermoforming, a flat heated thermoplastic sheet is formed into the desired shape by use of 

either mechanical load or vacuum/pressure or both. Vacuum pressure is the primary force, but in 

in some cases mechanical load may be needed. Thermoforming is widely used for polymer-based 

material, where it is used in manufacturing of consumer products and for fabricating large items. 

Only few applications for fiber based material exist (Pettersen et al. 2004).  

 

The method includes two main stages of heating and forming, and the duration of the heating cycle 

depends on the polymer material and thickness. Based on the process used to achieve the form, 

thermoforming is divided into three groups: mechanical thermoforming, vacuum thermoforming, 

and pressure thermoforming (Groover 2011). In mechanical thermoforming, male and female 

molds move toward each other and against the heated plastic sheet, which is forced to take their 

shape. The process is illustrated in Figure 8. Using this method gives better dimensional control 

and the product can have more surface detail on both sides. Only thermoplastics can be used; the 

method is not suitable for thermosets that have already been cross-linked. The method may not be 

suitable for extruded WPC sheets including wood fiber as the fibers cannot be evenly stretched, 

which would leave large areas of stretched material without fiber reinforcement. 

 

 

Figure 8. Schematic picture of mechanical thermoforming while the heated sheet is placed above 

the mold and while the mold is closed to form the sheet (Groover 2011). 

2.3.3 Hydroforming  

Hydroforming is a common process in sheet metal and plastic forming. According to Koç (2008): 

“Hydroforming is a material forming process that uses a pressurized fluid in place of hard tooling 

either to plastically deform or to aid in deforming a given blank material (sheet or tube) into a 

desired shape” (Koç 2008). Hydroforming allows deeper draws to be achieved than  conventional 
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deep drawing (Groover 2011). The use of this method for materials that have some similarities to 

WPC, e.g. paperboard, has been mentioned in the literature (Östlund et al. 2011). The process 

parameters for hydroforming are forming pressure, flow rate for the pressure application, and 

length of time the specimen stays in the mold (Östlund et al. 2011). Figure 9 presents the 

hydroforming method as it would apply to wood-plastic composites.  

 

 

Figure 9. Hydroform process. From left to right, start up while no fluid is in the cavity, second 

stage when the press is closed and the cavity pressurized, and third picture when the punch is 

pressed into the sheet to form the workpiece (Groover 2011). 

2.3.4 Injection molding 

Injection molding is a widely used technique in the wood-plastic composite industry and a 

technique that makes it possible to produce products with complex geometries. Moreover, it is an 

economically effective production process and products produced with this method need little to 

no finishing (Väntsi 2014). In this method, a polymer is heated until it reaches a high plastic state 

and then, using high pressure, it is forced to flow into a cavity of a mold, where it solidifies, and 

in the final stage, the molded part is removed from the cavity. This process is similar to die casting 

of molten metals.  The process may take about 10 to 30 seconds and in some large components it 

may take one minute, or even longer, as cooling time is needed for the molds (Groover 2011). 

Injection molding is especially suitable for producing relatively small and complex parts with large 

production volume (Hämaläinen 2014). For the most part, injection molded products produced 

with this method have fiber content of around 30% of weight, which means the process is not 

suitable for thermoplastic WPCs including a high percentage of wood fiber. For comparison, the 

extrusion process allows the use of WPCs with fiber content up to 80% of weight (Eder & Carus 

2013). 

   

Polymers with low molecular weight and, therefore, low viscosity are best suited for injection 

molding (Faruk et al. 2012). As a result, in the wood-plastic composite industry the method is used 

mostly with WPCs containing wood flour, as the method is not suitable for materials with larger 

wood fiber particles. In the injection molding process, the internal plasticizing temperature is in 

the range 150 to 250 °C, which poses limitations on the use of wood particles (Reyne 2008). Using 

injection molding in an online production process may be challenging due to time restrictions.  
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Figure 10. Schematic view of injection molding (Open University 2010). 

2.3.5 Compression Molding 

Compression molding is an old and widely used molding process for thermosetting plastics. In this 

method, a thermoset powder  is poured into a heated mold and takes the shape of the mold as a 

result of the effect of temperature and pressure and by elimination of water vapor mostly by slightly 

opening of the mold (Reyne 2008). Generally, molds for this method are simpler than injection 

molds, which limits the method to limited geometries, due to the lower flow of thermosetting 

materials. The process is used as hand molds for trial runs, and semi-automatic and automatic 

modes for mass production. The production cycle is quite long, roughly about 1 minute per 1 mm 

thickness; however, it may be reduced by almost half if the pellet is reheated in an oven prior to 

the process while using thermoplastic materials (Groover 2011).  

 

 
Figure 11. Compression molding for thermosetting plastics: (1) charge is loaded; (2) charge is 

compressed; (3) molded part is ready (Groover 2011). 
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2.3.6 Blow molding 

In the blow molding process, air pressure is used for inflation of soft plastic inside the cavity of a 

mold. It is widely used in the plastic industry to make one-piece hollow plastic parts and products 

with thin walls such as containers (Groover 2011). The blow molding process comprises two main 

stages: the first stage is fabrication of a starting tube of molten plastic, known as a parison, which 

is produced either by extrusion or injection molding; and the second stage is blowing of the tube 

to the desired shape (Reyne 2008). Based on the nature of the process, which needs softer plastic, 

using this method for thermoplastic WPC material that includes wood fiber may be unsuccessful, 

especially with materials with a high percentage of wood fiber, as WPC fibers are not very 

stretchable, and thus some parts of the product may have no fibers at all. The method is suitable 

for high quantity production; however, drawbacks such as a large amount of scrap, up to 50%, 

recycling issues and differences in wall thickness can cause challenges and limitations in 

commercial production. 

 
Figure 12. Extrusion blow molding (Reyne 2008). 

2.3.7 Additive manufacturing 

Although additive manufacturing has been used for more than three decades, the technology has 

recently received considerably more attention in the wood-plastic composite industry. Of the 

processes available, fused deposition modeling (FDM) has improved the technological capabilities 

of additive manufacturing and brought costs to a more competitive level (Väntsi 2014). In this 

method, the compound material comprising plastic, wood and other additives is extruded through 

a thin heated nozzle that can be controlled along three axes, which allows rapid manufacturing of 

products with complex geometries. 

  

One of the main advantages of FDM is the possibility of producing unique products at economical 

cost; in mass production, however, alternative methods such as extrusion or injection molding are 

currently more effective. The polymers used in FDM are typically polylactic acid (PLA) and 

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), although the use of polycarbonate, polyamide or polyphenyl 

sulfone is possible, especially with higher-grade machines (Hofmann 2014).  
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of additive manufacturing. 

2.3.8 Press forming  

Pressing is used as a post-processing method in the paperboard, sheet metal and plate industries, 

and press forming of fiber materials has been commonplace for decades (Toghyani et al. 2016). 

Stamping and drawing are common ways to produce metal products (Schuler GmbH 1998) from 

sheet metal and tableware from paperboard and glass (Kuusipalo 2008; Groover 2011). Pressing 

works well compared with other post-process methods, as it is a fast, economical, and simple way 

of forming products. 

  

This shaping process is so-called matched mold forming. During the process, a heated sheet is 

placed and formed between male and female dies. By using a water - cooled mold, it is possible to 

produce accurate parts quickly. As the final product will have markoff on both sides, the mold dies 

need to be protected against scratches or other damage (Lokensgard 2016). The method has the 

advantage of having a very simple and lightweight structure and the ability to produce a very wide 

range of products of diverse geometries.  

 

In the matched molding technique, the thickness tolerances of the parts can be controlled within ± 

5%, while deflection is less than 0.1% in polymer matrix composites (Wang et al. 2011). 

Challenges with this forming method are achieving the correct geometry of the mold structure, 

effective coordination of the modules of the mold, and product demolding. Positive features of the 

method include excellent product  reproducibility and highly accurate forming of both sides of the 

product surface (Advani & Hsiao 2012).  

 

This method is selected over other possible options for three dimensional forming of the WPC 

sheets due to simple and light structure with mentioned characteristics which is capable of 

producing wide range of products and geometries.  
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Figure 14. Principle of matched mold forming (Lokensgard 2016). 

2.4 Press forming development for feasible production  

Group technology (GT) is a term that refers to the classification of shapes suitable for processing 

by the same technique. Group technology uses a classification and coding system to identify and 

understand part similarities and to establish parameters for action. Because similar shapes tend to 

be produced using similar processing methods, the purpose of GT is to classify the similarity of 

parts for more effective design and manufacturing (Dieter et al. 2003, p.142).  

The forming method needs to be able to form a wide range of WPC products. By utilizing 

morphological analysis (Ritchey 2011, p.13) it is possible to find a combination of several 

manufacturing options related to corresponding profile shapes and, further, to tooling principles 

and examples of real products. The results of morphological analysis are presented in Table 2. 

Profile shapes are based on thin sheets (thickness is less than 3 mm) except for cutting, where the 

thickness can be over 10 mm. The product combinations are based on the forming tools being able 

to move at the speed of the material input.  
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Table 2. Required product range for WPC profiles in material conversion. 

 
  Profile Shape Tool principle Products 

Flat forming 

 

 

 

Cutting 

   

Profile forming 

 

 

 

Cutting and folding 

   

Transverse cutting 

   

 

Comparing group technology to other available forming processes for similar materials many 

composite processes such as resin transfer molding (RTM), sheet molding compounds (SMCs), 

bulk molding compounds (BMCs), long fiber thermoplastic injection molding (LFT) and glass 

mat-reinforced thermoplastic compression molding (GMT) use closed molds for compression 

molding, whereas others, such as hand lay-up and spray-up techniques employ an open mold 

(Harper 2006). Mechanical forming methods such as compression molding are used in mass 

production of products of small size and complex shape, for example mechanical parts, electrical 

equipment, etc. Hand lay-up can also be used in small-scale production, and RTM in 

manufacturing of products of moderate size and quantity (Wang et al. 2011).  

During the forming stage, a three-dimensional product is formed by pressing. During this time, the 

material should remain in the plastic region above the melting point. Based on the flexural 

modulus, the melt temperature and preliminary results, it can be stated that the effective forming 

area of the WPC studied starts from the time when the forming temperature is reached and lasts 

only 12 s. In an analogical forming process with TPCs (Long 2007), a similar observation was 

made, as shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Stages and relative durations in time units (tu) in the production cycle of a thermoplastic 

GMT product. Tf defines the forming temperature, Tm the melting temperature, and Tc the 

crystallation temperature of the composite material. The pressure area demonstrate the applied 

pressure during forming (Long 2007). 

It can be seen in Figure 15 that the forming stage has the longest period in the total cycle time. 

Although the duration of this stage cannot be changed, since the material needs a certain time to 

attain the desired geometry, the material cooling time can be shortened by the use of appropriate 

manufacturing techniques and careful material selection. Matched tooling can provide high 

production rates, because two surfaces remove heat (Advani & Hsiao 2012), and to improve heat 

conduction, aluminum mold tools can be used. However, aluminum is not as wear-resistant as steel 

and does not last as long as more commonly used steel tools, which have a lifetime of over a 

million cycles, although such tools are often expensive to manufacture and do not easily allow 

customized products (Harper 2006). Each tool material suffers from quality degradation of the 

tooling surfaces, and this degradation should be closely monitored, since the surface texture of the 

forming tool is copied onto the WPC material and can have a significant effect on product quality. 

Glass mat-reinforced thermoplastics (GMT) forming is an analogical thermoplastics counterpart 

of the sheet molding compound process. The GMT process begins by preheating blanks in a three- 

or four-zone infrared oven or air-recirculation oven. The material become “flowable” in the 

subsequent compression molding operation. During the preheating step it is important that uniform 

temperatures are achieved throughout the blank (Harper 2006). Most short fiber thermosetting 

molding compounds, such as SMC, use compression molding of a matched die mold for various 

glass fiber-reinforced plastic applications. The selected matched mold method resembles closely 

the processing method in which reinforced materials and thermoplastics are mixed to a semi-

finished board and then cut into a flan for use in the formation of products in compression molding 

or stamping. This semi-finished product is called a reinforced thermoplastics sheet (RTPS) (Wang 

et al. 2011). 
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There are multiple studies related to formability of woven composite materials such as GMT, for 

example investigation of the formability of a woven Kevlar polypropylene composite (Lim et al. 

1999). In GMT, the combined effect of stretch forming and deep drawing in the correct ratio is 

needed to produce a successful product. The formability of recycled press formed polymeric 

matrix composites (RPMC) have been studied in which PET and PE were press formed with a 

glass matrix fiber mat, and formability was assessed utilizing a printed circular pattern (Avila 

2005). The flexural properties of the composite material were feasible for acceptable formability 

levels, and larger scale utilization of recycled materials would thus be possible.  

 

In successful product shaping in a post-production process, the design of the press unit and pressing 

tool play a great role in the success of the process. In this study, a hybrid method with integrated 

cutting and forming in the same tool was selected, as shown in Figure 16. A hybrid method was 

chosen because it reduces the two-stage shaping process to one combined process. 

Male tool

Female tool
Shear edge

Composite material

Forming area

 

Figure 16. Outline of the used hybrid press technique. The highlighted shear edges cut and trim 

the product, whereas the forming area forms the product geometry. 

The justification for using a press forming method with WPCs is to make shaping in post-

production possible and to improve product quality, increase material removal rate, reduce tool 

wear, reduce production time and extend the application area of the material. Hybrid 

manufacturing processes are based on the simultaneous and controlled interaction of multiple 

parameters including process mechanisms, energy sources and tools (Lauwers et al. 2014). Hybrid 

processes include two main groups: the first group comprises processes based on the combination 

of different energy sources or tools; and the second group is controlled application of process 

mechanisms. A further distinction is made between assisted hybrid processes and mixed or 

combined processes. In assisted processes, the main process (forming, material transferring, 

material removal etc.) is defined by a primary process (Lauwers et al. 2014). Using the hybrid 

method also helps to have a shorter production line and eliminates some errors that may occur 

when using separate forming and cutting stages.  
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 Material and methods  

This chapter indicates the used experiments in the assessment of formability of WPC material. 

3.1 Selected material properties  

All formability tests were carried out with an extruded thermoplastic composite material consisting 

of high density polyethylene (HDPE), maleated polyethylene (MAPE), lubricant and sawdust. The 

material composition is listed in Table 3.  

Table 3. Material composition of the tested WPC material.  

 
Composition Hardness Tensile strength Modulus of 

elasticity 

Composite 

material 

50% HDPE, 

3% MAPE, 

3% lubricant, 

44% Sawdust 

MESH 20 

5.06 HB 21.5 MPa 4.5 GPa 

HDPE 
  

15.0 MPa 0.8 GPa 

Sawdust 
 

2.6-7.0 HB 40.0 MPa 11.0 GPa 

 

The tested material was fabricated in the Fiber Composite Laboratory of Lappeenranta University 

of Technology with a twin screw extruder. This material was selected as a basis for the experiments 

because of promising results from preliminary forming and its usability as a reheated material 

because of the thermoplastic matrix. Polyethylene (PE) offers excellent strength-to-weight ratio 

and has very good availability as a recyclable plastic as the most produced plastic in the world. 

The relatively low melting point of 130 °C enables use of natural cellulosic fibers such as wood as 

fillers without significant thermal degradation. The tested composite material has a density of 1.24 

g/cm3, which is similar to the densities of commercial high-density WPC materials such as 

GeoDeck composite boards (Klyosov 2007). 

3.2 Properties of the selected WPC material based on differential scanning 

calorimetry  

A DSC test was done to examine the reheating ability and key temperatures of the selected 

composite material. 
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Figure 17. Results of DSC experiment done with the researched composite material utilizing 

standard AISI D3418 – 15. (ASTM D3418-15, Standard Test Method for Transition 

Temperatures and Enthalpies of Fusion and Crystallization of Polymers by Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry, 2015 2015).  The figure highlights the effect of the reheating cycles on the same 

specimen. 

 

 

Figure 18. Results of DSC experiment done with the composite material utilizing standard AISI 

D3418 − 15. The figure highlights the effect of three reheating cycles on the same specimen. 

 

Crystallization point 
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Table 4. Energies and temperatures of DSC test with two samples. 

   
Cycle1 Cycle2 Cycle3 

Sample 

1 

Heating Ah (J/g) 115.9 121.5 124.3 

  
Tmelting (°C) 137.5 135.3 135.1 

 
Cooling Ac (J/g) negative) 124.3 126.5 135.8 

  
Tcryst (°C) 117.5 117.9 118.0 

      

   
Cycle1 Cycle2 Cycle3 

Sample 

2 

Heating Ah (J/g) 118.2 119.4 124.6 

  
Tmelting (°C) 138.3 135.5 135.3 

 
Cooling Ac (J/g) (negative) 126.9 126.6 125.8 

  
Tcryst (°C) 117.5 117.9 118.0 

 

From Figure 17 and Figure 18, it can be seen that the first heating cycle of the specimen differs 

from the second and third cycle. It is known that extrusion causes residual stresses and shrinkage 

that can be released by annealing the material. (Klyosov 2007). The result of the DSC test was 

checked from the second cycle to determine the effect of the internal stress of the material. From 

the perspective of post-processing, reheating can bring benefits to the overall quality of the 

production as the material internal stress state is more stable.  

It is expected that the surface of polymers starts to change and wood fibers start to suffer 

discoloration as more heat is induced in every reheating cycle. The result presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. Gradual discoloration of the researched composite material after the reheating cycles. The 

wood fibers acquire a brown tone.  

 

 

3.3 Shaping process and related parameters 

To evaluate the formability of the extruded WPC profile, a set of tests was conducted using 

extruded WPC. The term formability means the ability of a material to tolerate plastic deformation 

Initial Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3
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to a given shape without inducing defects, and formability is a result of the characteristics of the 

material (Banabic et al. 2000). For these tests, a hydraulic press with a set of punch and dies was 

used to assess the formability of the extruded WPC profile and the potential of the post-extrusion 

process in large-scale production. 

 

The shaping tool was specifically designed and manufactured for these tests and was mounted on 

a hydraulic C-frame press EPS40M made by Stenhøj A/S (Denmark) coupled with a CA-1000 

Connector Accessory by National Instruments Corporation (Austin Texas, USA) that uses VI 

Logger version 2.01 software from National Instruments Corporation (Austin Texas, USA)  

(Figure 19). Data from the press tests were logged by computer and stored using Microsoft Excel 

2007. 

 

                                                               

Figure 19. Pressing tools mounted on the hydraulic press. 
 

3.3.1 Tool geometry and forming tolerances 

To assess the press unit construction as a part of a post-process line and test the formability of the 

press-formed products, a hybrid forming test tool for a circular plate product with a diameter of 

150 mm was designed and manufactured based on the drawings shown in Figure 20 and Figure 

21. The tool is symmetrically circular to highlight the possible effects of fiber orientation along 

the direction of extrusion. The tool was subject to roundness tests to assure its accuracy before the 

forming tests were performed. The roundness deviation was found to be 0.009 mm.  

Hydraulic press 

Forming tools 
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Figure 20. Manufacturing tolerances for the male and female pressing tools used. The bold line 

represents the forming surface. 

 

Figure 21. Tolerances for assembly and overall dimensions of the product. 
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A test specimen plate of 148 mm diameter was produced using the circular tool, shown in Figure 

22. The uniform shape of the plate facilitates evaluation measurements of the outcome, simplifies 

assessment of the factors involved, and provides reliable baseline results that can be used in study 

of more sophisticated and non-symmetrical shapes. The selected forming tool tolerances are 

achievable with basic turning machining. The surface quality of the forming surfaces of the tools 

is important as the press forming copies the surface of the tools onto the product piece in some 

detail (Harper 2006) and surface characteristics are a key aspect of consumer products. Therefore, 

the forming surfaces were polished to surface roughness of Ra 0.2 or lower. Another important 

aspect based on literature is cutting shear edge tolerance (marked A and D in Figure 20), which 

should be as small as possible to reduce the need for edge burr removal. Figure 22 shows the 

asembled forming punch die and the product produced after the shaping process.  

The forming clearance of the punch was set to 3.5 ± 0.5 mm with a cutting clearance of 0.08 

millimeters and punching force of 2 kN, and the speed of the punch was 200 mm/s. The forming 

tool was subject to roundness tests to ensure its accuracy before the forming tests were performed. 

The roundness deviation of the forming tool was found to be 0.009 mm. The level of accuracy of 

the tool’s roundness ensures that errors in the forming tool do not affect the forming test results.  

 

     
       a)       b) 

Figure 22. a) Assembled punch and die. b) Plate after punching. 

3.3.2 Preliminary forming test 

Based on the material characteristics of the WPC and in view of the forming process used, the 

temperature of the extruded sheet should be considered one of the key factors contributing to the 

success of the forming. Because cooling of the extruded profile begins immediately after the 

extrusion stage, tests were conducted at three temperatures to assist in selection of a temperature 

range suitable for the forming process. The tests also provided an initial assessment of the 

formability of the material. Post-production can take place immediately after the extrusion, as an 

online process, or as a separate process after cooling of the extruded profile. The temperature of 

the material in forming may thus vary between the extrusion temperature and room temperature.   
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Figure 23. Preliminary forming results for different post-production forming temperatures.  

 

Three temperatures were chosen for the preliminary tests: the temperature of the profile 

immediately after extrusion, which is approximately 150 °C; a temperature close to the melting 

point temperature of the HDPE in the WPC material, 125 °C; and room temperature, which was 

considered to be 25 °C. Preformed extruded composite material sheets with dimensions of 200 

mm x 200 mm were cut and reheated to set temperatures in an electric oven. To stabilize the 

temperature without affecting the material properties, the temperature was measured inside the 

oven and the material removed immediately when the temperature reached the desired level. 

In the preliminary forming tests, as shown in Figure 23, the material formed at 25 °C broke during 

the pressing stage. Pre-heating the material before pressing increased the formability, but even at 

125 °C acceptable results were not achieved, with obvious cracks found in the edges of the 

samples. Heating the material up to a temperature close to the extrusion temperature improved 

results in that no cracks were found on visual inspection and the samples appeared, visually, to be 

well formed. These observations are in agreement with the obtained DSC curve. In view of the 

results of the preliminary tests and the importance of temperature in the production process, these 

results were used as a basis for further assessment, and a temperature of 150 °C was selected for 

the formability tests.  
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3.4 Quality classification of products 

The products produced were classified into Class A and Class B products using the criteria given 

in Table 6. This categorization approach was chosen to enable assessment of the outcome as 

regards suitable applications, from industrial applications to consumer applications. Generally, in 

such quality classification, Class A products are products suitable for consumer applications, and 

they should not have visible defects or faults, whereas Class B products are more suitable for 

industrial and bulk products, where production cost is a key factor and the appearance of the 

product is not a high priority.   

Table 6. Possible material defects and classification into Class A (consumer) and Class B 

(industrial) products (Advani & Hsiao 2012). 

Defect Description Class A Class B 

Warpage Caused by heat gradients forming during cooling 

period.  

No No 

Shrinkage Caused by polymer curing resulting in permanent 

shrinkage of 1-2% in all dimensions.  

No No 

Material voids, 

sink marks and 

indentations  

Caused by thickness variations and too high 

elasticity of the material. 

No Some 

Undercut sections Sections where the material is not cut properly 

out of the sheet. This can be either voluntary, to 

ease release from the mold, or involuntary, i.e. 

caused by imprecise cutting tools. Flashing is 

caused by undercut. 

No No 

Partially or totally 

stuck material  

Material is stuck to the molds by excess friction 

or shrinkage. 

No No 

Burn mark or 

discoloration 

Excess heat causes discoloration of wood fibers. No Some 

discoloration 

Dieseling Residual air between the object and mold is 

compressed, leading to poor surface quality and 

discoloration. 

No No 

Weld or knit lines Visible where two molten fronts converge. No Yes 

Partial surface 

roughness 

Caused by wrong tolerances, limited force or 

excess material elasticity. 

No Yes 

 

3.5 Repeatability of the forming process 

From the manufacturing point of view, the produced products need to be manufactured in a process 

that is not only stable but also repeatable. Moreover, this process should operate with acceptable 

variability in the final product, which in this case includes dimensions and other quality 

characteristics (Montgomery 2009). For assessment of the stability of the process from the forming 

point of view, normal distribution analysis was used. A number of key parameters were selected 

for measurement to assess the general feasibility of the process and the formability of the extruded 

wood plastic composite sheets. The measured parameters included deformation, surface roughness 
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and thickness variation as major quality parameters. Figure 24 presents the parameters evaluated 

in formability assessment. 

 

 
Figure 24. Parameters evaluated in formability assessment. 

3.5.1 Assessment of shape deformation  

Based on preliminary material tensile strength tests on the tested WPC material, the standard 

deviation was measured to be 4% for tensile strength and 17% for modulus of elasticity. Because 

of this considerable variation, it was decided to check the material processibility and repeatability 

through measuring the diameter and thickness variation of the finished products. 

In view of the preliminary forming temperature, which was set at 150 °C, and the melting 

temperature of the HDPE material, and cooling over time to room temperature, deformation 

problems may occur in the final product.  

   

To assess shape deformation, test samples were produced and cooled to room temperature (25 °C) 

in preparation for a set of tests. In these tests, two perpendicular diameters were compared to find 

any difference in size, because in an ideal case of a circular shaped product, the two diameters 

should be equal in size. Shape deformation is an important defect because if the deformation is 

excessive, efficient stacking and packaging of the products is not possible. In this test, each plate 

was divided into four separate quarters from point A to point D as presented in Figure 25 (a) such 

that the A-C direction was perpendicular to the B-D direction, as shown in Figure 25 (b).  

 

The plate quarters in the A-C direction were in the extrusion direction, which is the predominant 

fiber direction in the plates. In an ideal case, A-C diameter length should be equal to B-D diameter 

length. Based on the results from the preliminary shaping test and the goal of easy stacking and 

packaging, it was concluded that an acceptable diameter range was 144 to 151 mm for Class A 

products and 143 to 153 mm for Class B products. 

Formability

Assessment 

Shape 
deformation (mm)

Thickness 
variation (mm)

Edge thickness Tapered section 
thickness

Surface 
roughness 

(Rz value, µm)
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(a)          (b)   

 

Figure 25. Test samples: (a) Sample #1; (b) Sections A-D used for shape deformation and 

thickness variation measurement. 

3.5.2 Thickness variation assessment  

In addition to the shaping process and cooling of the plates, another possible quality problem is 

thickness variation. Thickness variation data gives information about the formability of the 

material and the repeatability of the production process. As the material used in this research 

contains HDPE, which during shaping is molten, and considering the shape and geometry of the 

product, thickness variation was considered for both edge thickness of the plate and tapered section 

thickness. 

  

Edge thickness is mostly dependent on the pressing force, while the thickness of the tapered section 

is affected by the force angle and the semi-crystalline material flow. In these tests, each plate was 

divided into four quarters, A-D, similar to the shape deformation test (Figure 25-a). To make 

comparison of the results more accurate, all four measured points experienced the same force and 

each sample was placed under the press in the same direction and position. Preliminary tests 

demonstrated that areas less than 1.5 mm in thickness were easy to form, without bending and/or 

breaking, while thickness over 5 mm caused visible creep cracks in the longer side of the corners. 

Thickness range of 2 to 4.5 mm was deemed acceptable for Class A products, while for Class B 

products, acceptable thickness was defined as 1.5 to 5 mm. 

3.5.3 Assessment of surface roughness variation 

Surface quality requirements of different products vary greatly from product to product depending 

on the area of usage. Surface quality indicates the suitability of the material and process for use 

with certain products or types of products. Not only absolute surface roughness but also variability 

in surface roughness and consistency of surface roughness are important measurements for 

assessment of the formability of a product and the feasibility of a forming process. Surface 

roughness variation is one of several surface quality characteristics that can be measured. 
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The preliminary shaping tests at lower temperatures demonstrated poor surface quality and cracks 

in the final product (Figure 23); however, samples produced at the temperature of 150 °C were 

found to be acceptable based on visual inspection. For the quality classification of the products 

based on visual and tactile inspection, it was decided that product areas touched by customers 

should have less than 45 µm surface roughness (Rz) for Class A products, to enable use in a wide 

range of products. This value was set as the acceptance level for preliminary evaluation of 

roughness. 

 

To assess the surface quality of the product more accurately, it was decided to conduct surface 

measurements using a hand-held surface roughness tester, Innovatest TR-110 from Innovatech 

Holding BV (Maastricht, Netherlands). The surface roughness of the inside surface of the plate 

was measured for a length of 2.5 mm. In this test, each sample was divided into four quarters. The 

measuring device was positioned perpendicularly to each of the four directions of the plates, 

enabling four similar sections of each plate to be measured. Figure 26 gives a schematic view of 

the roughness measurements in four different directions. 

 

 
Figure 26. Four directions measured in the surface roughness test. All samples were divided in 

four sections such that the A-C direction is the extrusion direction of the plates. 

3.6 Cooling rate measurements  

Cooling rate information will enable estimation of suitable timing for the shaping process. Cooling 

rate tests were conducted with WPC sheets of 3 mm thickness in a laboratory environment at 21 

°C, which was considered representative of a typical factory space. In such an environment, 

reheated sheets will transfer heat to the surroundings by conduction, convection, and radiation. 

Convection and radiation were unrestrained, similar to a real production environment. In industry, 

material is usually conveyed over metal rollers, which conduct heat effectively, and this 

phenomenon was simulated using a metal grille under the samples as shown in Figure 27.  

For this test, WPC sheets with size of 300 mm2 and 3 mm thickness were reheated in an electric 

oven at 150 °C (+-3 °C) for 15 min. To ensure accurate results for all the specimens, measurements 

were conducted 10 s after the specimen was taken out of the oven, and similar positions in the 

centre and 10 mm from the edge were used for all temperature measurements. 
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Figure 27. Heat sensor attached and temperature measurement 10 mm from the edge of the WPC 

sheet. 

Analysis of the measured cooling rate curves enables estimation of best curve fitting to describe 

the behavior of the material. Moreover, critical time and temperature values for successful shaping 

can be ascertained. The curve fitting can be used not only for the set of measured values but also 

for assessment of the time when cooling starts. The curves were fitted using the curve fitting 

toolbox version 3.3.1 in MATLAB 2013a.  

3.7 Flexural test 

In this study, as described in (Matthews et al. 2015), the flexural modulus of the composite material 

was tested in a three-point bending system where a weight of 0.05 kg was positioned at the center 

of the specimen. The specimen was mounted inside an insulated heating cabinet and the 

temperature was gradually increased (5° C/min). Displacement was measured using a contact 

displacement probe with an accuracy of ±0.05 mm. Displacement could only be measured up to 

120 °C because material creep behavior was observed to distort the results significantly. The 

results of the measurements are presented as flexural modulus versus temperature in Figure 28. 

 
 

Figure 28. Flexural modulus of the composite material in terms of temperature measured 

according to standard test method for deflection temperature of plastics under flexural load in the 

edgewise position. 
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3.8 Tensile tests 

Preliminary shaping test and cooling rate measurement clearly presented the significant role of

temperature. Conducting tests presenting the material reaction when applied force in an elevated 

temperature. Moreover, proper characterization of materials is needed for effective measurement 

of the modulus of elasticity.  

It is known that strength at low temperatures is determined by fiber tensile strength. At higher

temperatures, however, the tensile component can show resin-dominated failure in joint 

regions(Bai & Keller 2009). The mechanical properties of the WPC composite were determined 

from flexural and tensile tests at different temperatures on specimens with mean thickness of 3 

mm. Tensile tests were carried out at elevated temperatures according to EN ISO 527-4:1997 (ISO 

1996) on specimens with mean thickness of 3 mm, as shown in Figure 29. Specimens were cut

using a CNC machine. The fibers were longitudinally oriented in the loading direction based on

the extrusion process. The tensile test was carried out using an electromechanical test machine 

(Instron 5581) with a load capacity of up to 50 kN and a 1 kN load cell (Instron UK903) was used.

Four different temperatures were chosen for tensile testing, namely: 82 °C (60% of the melting

point), 100 °C (74% of the melting point), 118 °C (the starting point of the glass transition 

temperature) and 135 °C (melting point of the material).  

During initial trial tests, it was noticed that an extensometer could not be used in the strain 

measurement because it had an impact on the strength of the material, probably due to the (small)

blade pressure affecting the surface of the specimen. Strain was therefore calculated from the 

testing machine’s crosshead displacement and the initial distance between the grips. The initial 

distance between the grips was measured with a digital caliper before each test. The test 

temperature on the specimen’s surface was measured from the middle of the specimen using a 

thermometer (Fluke 54 II). The lower grip of the testing machine was tightened after the desired

test temperature was achieved because otherwise thermal expansion would exert a compressive 

force on the specimen. The test was initiated a couple of minutes after the desired temperature was 

again reached. The temperature in the temperature cabinet was monitored with a second sensor (as

shown in Figure 29). Two different strain rates, 2 and 500 mm/min, were chosen to determine the

effect of strain rate on the mechanical properties of the WPC material, designated the low strain 

rate and high strain rate, respectively.  The value of the high strain rate was chosen as it is in the 

range of typical values of the forming tests done in this investigation. Only for the higher strain 

rate testing at 135 °C, the attempt failed to acquire data due to the creep behavior of the material.   
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a)  b)  
Figure 29. Tensile test at elevated temperature. a) Test specimen (Unit: mm); b) Specimen inside 

the chamber. 

3.9 Numerical simulation  

Numerical simulation of forming was carried out using LS-DYNA software in explicit time 

integration. Material Type 81, entitled “MAT_PLASTICITY_WI- TH_DAMAGE_ORTHO,” 

which is an elasto-visco-plastic material with an arbitrary stress versus strain curve and arbitrary 

strain rate dependency, was chosen [LS-DYNA] for the numerical simulation analysis. 

Additionally, failure based on plastic strain or a minimum time step size can be defined. 

  

To simulate the material behavior, the effective stress–strain curve of the material and the 

maximum plastic deformation were defined based on the results of the tensile and flexural tests. 

The rate dependency in this model is taken into account using the Cowper-Symonds model by 

scaling the yield stress as: 

𝜎𝑦 = 1 + (
𝜀̇

𝐶
)

1

𝑝                                                (1)                                                                                                                      

Where strain rate is calculated according to: 

ε̇ =  √ε̇ijε̇ij                    (2)                                                                                                                                   

The dynamic yield stress is computed from the sum of the static stress,𝜎𝑦
𝑠(ɛ𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝
), and the 

initial yield stress, SIGY, multiplied by the Cowper-Symonds rate term as: 

𝜎𝑦(ɛ𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑝 , 𝜀̇̇𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝 ) = 𝜎𝑦
𝑠ɛ𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝 + 𝑆𝐼𝐺𝑌 × (
𝜀̇𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑝

𝐶
)

1

𝑝                       (3)                                                                                                                               
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Figure 30. Load-displacement curves for higher temperatures (82, 100 and 118 °C respectively). 

From left to right, low and high strain rates respectively. 
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The results of the numerical simulation at different temperatures are shown in Figure 30, where an 

acceptable correlation between the simulation and experimental values can be seen.  

 

To investigate the effect of temperature on the formability of the material, numerical simulation 

of forming tests were conducted using a predefined plate shape, as shown in Figure 31. The 

numerical simulation concentrated on forming the same plate as in the experimental tests. The 

predefined forming shape was used in the numerical simulations as an example to reveal how 

temperature affects the formability of the material. 

 

 

Figure 31. Configuration of the forming test. 

 

First, cold forming of a material with the same material properties as in the tensile test simulation, 

i.e. material with an elasto-visco-plastic property, was simulated. The specimen was meshed using 

shell elements to reduce simulation costs. However, the same mesh size as the tensile tests was 

utilized to avoid possible distortion of the results. Rigid material was assigned to the male and the 

female dies of the forming configuration so that the simulation cost was in a desired range. Next, 

the forming test simulations were conducted at temperatures of 82, 100, 116 and 135 °C (the same 

temperatures as in the tensile and flexural tests). 
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 Results  

Tests carried out in this work, in agreement with literature on the fabrication of WPC material, 

identified temperature as the most influential parameter in shaping of the WPC profile in the post-

production process.  

4.1 Effect of temperature on post-production process environment  

Post-production processing of extruded WPC sheets, either online or offline after reheating of the 

material, is affected by the process environment while the sheets are transferred to the press 

forming stage. Knowledge of material behavior such as the cooling rate of the material will help 

define the proper time for press forming, i.e. how soon the forming should be done after the 

extrusion or reheating process. Temperature-based effects also affect the speed of production, the 

length of the production line and the necessity of temperature control of the sheets before shaping.   

4.1.1 Cooling rate measurement results 

Temperature effects play a key role in defining the proper timing of the press forming. The cooling 

rate can be found by measuring natural cooling of the tested composite material. Results for the 

material used in this research are presented in Figure 32.  

 

 

Figure 32. Measured natural cooling of the tested material in an environment representative of a 

typical factory. Tm presents the melting point of the composite material. 

The curves were fitted into exponential functions for simplicity, and their error sum of squares 

(SSE) was found to be minimal in comparison to other functions in the MATLAB curve fit 

package. The basic form of the exponential function formula is: 
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𝑦 = 𝑎𝑒𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑥                 (4) 

 

Based on the calculated curve fitting, the following curves were obtained: 

 

{  𝑇 =  78.15𝑒−0.001926𝑡 + 49.86𝑒−0.00008413𝑡                                𝑡 ≥ 36
  𝑇 =  33.95𝑒−0.04459𝑡 + 115.7𝑒−0.000007488𝑡        𝑡 < 36

            (5) 

The cooling curve fit was divided into two curves based on the observation of distinct cooling rates 

near the melt temperature at 125 °C. The bandwidths of the measurements were typically 10 to 15 

°C. Similar averages and bandwidths were obtained regardless of the location of the sensor in the 

specimen, and the measured data are not separated in terms of measurement location.  

First, the cooling rate descends quickly, from 1.5 to 0.3 °C/s, until it reaches the hot melt 

temperature of the composite material (125 °C) at 36 s. The calculated cooling rate then drops 

from 1.15 to 0.6 °C/s over 500 s. The difference between the cooling rates at the melt temperature 

is caused by the curve fit approximation and is not an actual phenomenon.  

Figures 33 and 34 show the calculated cooling curves relative to the measured flexural modulus 

curve. Manufacturability is then considered separately for forming, cutting, and packaging.  

 

 

Figure 33. Flexural modulus vs. cooling time overlaid by manufacturing slots. 
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Figure 34. Flexural modulus vs. cooling time overlaid by manufacturing slots. 

 

Cooling of the product during the forming stage is affected by the material of the tools and the 

dwell time. For better product quality, the material needs to be cooled during forming. In the 

analogical process of plastic molding, aluminum is often used as the tool material, as it has higher 

heat conductivity, i.e. five times that of steel (Vlachopoulos & Strutt 2002). The disadvantage is 

that rapid cooling can induce material shrinkage, and it is recommended that the products be 

annealed after processing (Klyosov 2007). During forming, it is important to maintain a uniform 

temperature throughout the product to avoid thermally induced stresses and cracks, which have a 

deleterious effect on product quality and shrinkage (Sonmez & Eyol 2002). The Handbook of 

Plastic Processes (Harper 2006) states, regarding plastic composites in general, that the more 

uniform the thickness of the part and the more uniform the mold temperature, the less prone the 

part will be to warp. From the perspective of forming, reduction in heat gradients can be best 

achieved by having the same heat conductivity in both pressing tools and even material thickness 

across the product. 

Based on preliminary results of the cutting and trimming tests, and research done with HDPE by 

Gent and Wang (Gent & Wang 1996), it can be said that increased temperature makes cutting 

easier. The preliminary results indicated that at 80 °C or 0.2 GPa the material started to show 

brittleness around the cutting edge, and this temperature was set as the lower limit in this study. 

With natural cooling, this translates into a manufacturing window of 7 min. As the cutting 

operation is often used for sheets and profiles, there is not a great need to cool the product to retain 

the form. Based on the preliminary results and information from thermoforming manufacturing 

with polymers (Engelmann 2012), a zero clearance between the shearing edges of the tools is 

preferred. This presents challenges in terms of the maintenance required to keep the tools sharp 

during continuous operation. Tool wear with WPCs has been investigated and it was found that 

pigments are an issue with otherwise moldable materials (Saloni et al. 2011). In addition to tool 

wear, heat expansion has a significant role in the maintenance of zero clearance and should be 

taken into account during the process of tool design. 

During the packaging stage, the products should not be deformed or scratched by stacking or 

wrapping. For this stage, a failsafe temperature would be room temperature. In open system 

cooling tests, this temperature was achieved only after 3 h and 10 min. This period is too long for 
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economical production. According to the preliminary results, it is possible to start stacking the 

material at 30% of the flexural strength at 60 °C with acceptable product quality. This time window 

starts at 16 min in natural cooling but is often easily achievable during material forming, as the 

tools conduct the heat away in a few seconds.   

A study by Prisco (2014) shows that the measured heat capacity of WPC50, a material similar to 

the composite material studied in this work, has a heat capacitance of 0.35 kW/mK at 20 °C, 

decreasing to 0.3 kW/mK at 80 °C. These values make WPCs a heat-insulating material and 

indicate a slightly decreasing trend in the heat capacity with increasing temperature. As WPC50 

was only measured to 80 °C, the heat capacity of pure HDPE presented in Gaur and Wunderlich 

(1981) was also used to approximate the heat capacity of the composite material at higher 

temperatures. Based on the given function, the heat capacity of HDPE increases curvilinearly from 

2 Jg/K at room temperature to 8.5 Jg/K at 150 °C. To evaluate the heating power needed to keep 

the material at a constant temperature before the forming operation in a uninsulated environment, 

the cooling power was calculated from the measured cooling curves using the known heat 

capacities of WPC50 (Prisco 2014) and HDPE (Gaur & Wunderlich 1981). 

 

 
Figure 35. Calculated cooling power in W/m2, calculated using the heat capacity of HDPE and the 

measured cooling rate of the composite material. Tm indicates the melting point of the material. 

Figure 35 indicates that at the beginning of cooling, the cooling power is 14 kW/m2, decreasing 

rapidly to 3 kW/m2 at the melting point. After the melting point, the cooling power decreases 

slowly to 400 W/m2 in 20 min at 60 °C. To minimize distortions caused by heat gradients across 

the product, the level of heat loss at the start could be reduced by insulating the section between 

the nozzle and the press unit, and using resistor heaters during conveying of the material and 

thermostatted infrared heaters in adjustment of the temperature. 
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4.1.2 Heat control system 

The material has to be maintained at the forming temperature until the forming process. This could 

be done with an insulated tunnel between the extruder nozzle and the forming units, and additional 

thermostatted radiating heat sources could be added to the heat tunnel. During and after forming, 

quick cooling of the product is a high priority, as it helps the product keep the formed geometry. 

Based on the result of the cooling measurement tests, the press formed product has a temperature 

of about 85–100 °C when taken out of the shaping tools. Consequently, rapid cooling of the 

product to room temperature may need artificial cooling, actions to increase the heat conductance 

of the shaping tools, or increased dwell time. Shorter cooling time makes the production process 

faster, which enables utilization of a shorter production line.  

Faster product cooling can be attained by the use of air or water sprays, as water does not affect 

the WPC product noticeably. WPC with HDPE has only 0.7–2.0% water absorption in 24-hour 

submersion compared to 20 –25% in pure wood. In production of  commercial WPC deck profiles, 

a water cooling tank is usually located right after the extrusion nozzle (Klyosov 2007). To improve 

the cooling process, the material should be cooled from both sides (Escobedo & Fernández 2012). 

Submerging the products under water would be the easiest way to achieve this.  

4.2 Effect of temperature on three-dimensional forming  

Similar to the post-production process environment, temperature as a key parameter also affects 

the press forming. Formability assessment test results provide information regarding the feasibility 

of the three dimensional forming of the extruded WPC sheets.  

4.2.1 Shape deformation  

The results of the deformation test show minimal material geometry variation. The 2σ variance 

was about 1% or less compared to the mean value. It was also noticed that the product was nearly 

2 mm longer in the extrusion direction than the perpendicular direction, which could be caused by 

the predominant fiber orientation, and affects the diameter of the product. The effect of the 

direction of the wood fibers on thermal expansion has been noted in the literature (Klyosov 2007). 

The variance in diameter could be the result of the distinct orientation dependent properties of 

WPCs.  

The original tool diameter was 149.4 mm, and it was seen that the diameter of the plate in the A-

C direction, which is along the extrusion direction, was close to the tool value. Low variance in 2σ 

value indicates the capability of the post-production process to produce the desired form and 

geometry. 
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Figure 36. Normal distribution diagram for deformation assessment. The A-C diameter, the 

predominant fiber direction based on the direction of extrusion, is clearly longer than the B-D 

diameter. Color gradient in the background describes the preliminary level of acceptance of the 

quality of the product, where green is Class A product, yellow is Class B product, and red is 

unacceptable product. 

Both curves were observed to be in the range of preliminary acceptable levels for stackability, 

although the mean values were near the borders of the acceptable range.  

Table 7. Quality control results of shape deformation data for the two measured diameters.   
 

A-C Direction B-D direction 

Mean 148.4 146.2 

Standard deviation σ 0.182 0.370 

2σ variance range 148.04 – 148.76 145.46 – 146.94 

2σ variance in comparison to mean value 0.53% 1.01% 

 

Of the mechanical properties that degrade as a result of the high temperatures in the press forming 

process, bending strength is the property most affected (Winandy & Krzysik 2007). Hornification, 

which is related to low hemicellulose and lignin content, is a typical phenomenon in drying of kraft 

pulp and can cause decrease in the strength properties of a fiber network (Ackermann 2000). In 

eucalyptus-based WPC, dimensional stability may be improved using heat treatment. The heat 

treatment hydrolyzes the hemicellulose, which is the most hydrophilic component in wood fibers, 
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and makes the matrix less hydrophilic (Ayrilmis et al. 2011). By adding more heat, the repeatability 

of the process is improved. 

4.2.2 Surface roughness 

Surface roughness measurements found similar variation (Rz) for all measured points; in the range 

of 25.39 to 46.14 µm. However, tests of the material after the extrusion and before the shaping 

process gave values in the range of 50.8 to 113.2 µm. The same test conducted for the pressing 

tools gave roughness of 4.7 µm. The 2σ value, as shown in Table 8, has high variance, which 

indicates that this process from the viewpoint of surface quality is not in statistical control. The 

variation for the final product may be caused by the considerable variation in the thickness of the 

original material.  

For Class B quality, the measured normal curves were observed to be acceptable with a probability 

of 98%, while for Class A the equivalent number is roughly 85%. Thus, based on the intended 

function of the formed product, the variation in surface roughness may be considered as acceptable 

for most bulk products, although not acceptable for sophisticated and demanding products. It 

should, however, be noted that in all the specimens used in the test, surface quality improved after 

forming, which suggests that surface roughness adjustment may be possible by changes in the 

pressing force.   
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Figure 37. Normal distribution diagram for surface roughness measurement based on four 

measured sections. Roughness variation in the A-C direction (extrusion direction) was less than in 

the B-D direction. Color gradient in the background describes the preliminary level of acceptance 

based on visual and tactile inspection, where green is Class A product, yellow is Class B product, 

and red is unacceptable product. 

Table 8. Quality control related results of surface roughness data for the four measured sections. 

 C-A direction D-B direction A-C direction B-D direction 

Mean 33.8 33.4 33.9 34.5 

Standard deviation σ 6.17 6.73 5,31 4,79 

2σ variance range 21.46 – 46.14 

 

19.94 – 46.86 23.28 – 44.52 24.92 – 44.8 

2σ variance in comparison to 

mean value 

73% 80.5% 62.6% 57.6% 
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4.2.3 Thickness variation 

As mentioned in section 3.5, thickness variation is one of the factors measured in assessment of 

the repeatability of the forming process. Shaping method, tool setup and geometry of the product 

are among the parameters possibly affecting thickness variation in three-dimensional forming; 

however, thickness variation of the original material first needs to be investigated. In this work, 

based on the geometry of the product, thickness variation was investigated at the edge of the 

product and in the tapered section.   

4.2.3.1 Edge thickness variation assessment 

The edge thickness measurements, Table 9, had 2σ range variance for all four measured points, 

and maximum and minimum values ranged from 2.22 to 2.88 mm. The 2σ variance range 

compared to the mean value indicates that the edge thickness of the press formed product was not 

highly repeatable and deviated by nearly 25%. On the other hand, comparison of the thickness 

measurement results for the extruded WPC sheet before the forming process showed that thickness 

variation of the extruded sheet closely resembled the results after the forming process, i.e., the post 

production process did not change the total variation. However, thickness variation of the original 

sheet directly influenced the thickness of the final product. The mean value of thickness for the 

four different quarters varied between 2.52 to 2.56 mm, indicating relatively similar thickness for 

each point. This result suggests that the force was distributed equally and the alignment of the 

forming tools was acceptable.  

 

Figure 38. Normal distribution diagram for edge thickness variation based on four measured points 

and the material characteristics of the original WPC sheets. Thickness variation for all four 

measured points is about the same and quite similar to thickness variation of the original material. 

Color gradient in the background describes the preliminary level of acceptance range based on 
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durability and corner geometry, where green is Class A product, yellow is Class B product, and 

red is an unacceptable product. 

Based on the preliminary durability and corner geometry assessment from thickness variation 

measurements, it was noted that both curves are well within the limits of acceptable ranges. The 

mean value of thickness of 2.85 mm in the extruded sheet before the post-production process 

decreased to 2.55 mm in the final samples. Based on the thickness measurements and the earlier 

surface roughness measurements, it can be seen that the thickness reduction happened only in 

thicker sections of the product. In an ideal situation, the amount of average thickness reduction 

should cover the whole range of thickness variation, which would make the surface roughness 

constant. Thus, either the material should have less thickness variation or the pressing temperature 

and force should be increased. Figure 38 shows normal distributions of the results of edge thickness 

measurements at points A to D and in the original material. 

Table 9. Quality control related results of edge thickness variation data for four measured points. 

 Point A Point B Point C Point D 

Mean 2.55 2.56 2.55 2.52 

Standard deviation σ 0.163 0.155 0.137 0.151 

2σ variance range 2.22 – 2.88 2.25 – 2.87 2.28 – 2.82  2.22 – 2.82 

2σ variance in comparison to mean value 25.8% 25.3% 24.3% 23.8% 

  

4.2.3.2 Tapered section thickness variation assessment  

The mean value of thickness for the four points in each quarter ranged from 3.06 to 3.40 mm. On 

the tapered side of the plate, thickness variation increased to 0.34 mm after the process, compared 

to thickness variation of the original material of 0.24 mm. However, the mean value of thickness 

in the tapered section was 3.30 mm, which is 0.45 mm more than the mean value of the original 

WPC sheet. The high variance range in the 2σ value (Table 10) indicates that the process in its 

current form is not in statistical control for the tapered section thickness of the final product. 
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Figure 39. Normal distribution diagram for thickness variation of the tapered section based on four 

measured points compared to thickness variation of the original sheet. Thickness variation in the 

original sheet is much lower than thickness variation in the tapered section. Color gradient in the 

background describes the preliminary level of acceptance range based on durability and corner 

geometry, where green is Class A product, yellow is Class B product, and red is an unacceptable 

product. 

 

Table 10. Quality control related results of tapered section thickness data for four measured points. 
 

Point A Point B Point C Point D 

Mean 3.39 3.35 3.40 3.06 

Standard deviation σ 0.541 0.616 0.766 0.505 

2σ variance range 2.31 – 4.47 2.12 – 4.58 1.87 – 4.93 2.05 – 4.07 

2σ variance in comparison to mean value 47.1% 73.4% 90% 66.0% 

Based on the thickness measurement results, it is clear that overall thickness increased in the 

tapered section of the product but decreased in the external part. These observations can be 

attributed to the fact that the geometry of the forming tools was originally designed for only one 

material thickness, 2.8 mm, which was selected on the basis of average material thickness. In 

design of the forming tools, the physical characteristics of the WPC at 150 °C should be 

considered, as the material is semi-crystalline at such temperatures and may flow under pressing 

force. The issue is illustrated in Figure 40.  
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Figure 40. Effects of tool forming tolerance on material thickness variation. The highlighted areas 

in the lower image show thickness variation of the material caused by the forming tools while the 

upper image shows constant thickness. 

 

The image in the upper part of Figure 40 shows the ideal case of material thickness. The lower 

part shows the case where the tapered section is thicker than the horizontal sections. To solve the 

problem of varying thickness between the tapered and non-tapered parts for sophisticated designs 

and products, tools should be designed in a way to accommodate this material variation, or 

products should be designed such that some parts can be thicker. Alternatively, using softer 

materials such as POM as the material for the female tool will make the process less prone to 

thickness variation.   

4.3 Improvement of formability at elevated temperatures 

Combining the preliminary forming test results and formability assessment tests results with 

secondary tests, including the tensile tests and numerical simulations, can be used to determine 

actions to improve the formability of the extruded WPC profiles in press forming. 

Table 11 and 12 show mechanical properties of the studied WPC at elevated temperatures for 

tensile tests at both low and high strain rates. While the material is experiencing tensile stresses at 

a low strain rate (2 mm/min), a decrease in the modulus of elasticity is visible when the temperature 

increases from 82 to 135 °C. Up to the striating point of glass transition, the modulus of elasticity 

and ultimate strength decline gradually. However, the results show that rupture strain of the 

material is less sensitive to temperature. Whereas the modulus of elasticity declines by 61% at 118 

°C (87% of the melting point) compared to 82 °C (70% of the melting point), the strain at 

maximum stress decreases by 29%. Up to the transition point, the rupture strain of the material 

also decreases when the temperature increases and the material becomes slightly more brittle. 

Experimental results on WPC material reported in the literature consider values up to 70 °C, and 

the material still shows brittle behavior. However, a great increase in strain capacity is seen, as 
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shown in Figure 41. This result is in contrast, for example, with PVC material, which shows a 

degree of necking, demonstrating ductile fracture behavior. As the temperature increases, the 

degree of ductility increases too. The findings of this study also show that at low strain rates the 

material is ductile up to the melting point. However, when the temperature increases above 70 °C, 

rupture strain of the material is not very sensitive to temperature and even decreases slightly.  

Table 11. Mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and low strain rate. 

Temperature [°C] Elastic Modulus 

[MPa] 

Max Stress 

[MPa] 

Rupture Strain [%] 

82 628.79 5.72 2.10 

100 389.93 3.07 2.00 

118 245.22 1.73 1.66 

135 4.62 0.69 2,89 

 

 

Table 12. Mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and high strain rate. 

Temperature [°C] Elastic Modulus 

[MPa] 

Max Stress 

[MPa] 

Strain at max stress 

[%] 

82 658.72 10.61 1.78 

100 508.01 7.15 2.45 

118 310.04 4.12 3.68 

135 - - - 
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Figure 41. Rupture strain for both lower and higher strain rates. 

At the melting point of the matrix material, however, the studied WPC shows an increase in the 

rupture strain capacity, as can be seen from Figure 42. It is notable from the stress-strain curve at 

135 °C that the material is no longer brittle and shows significant ductility. Although the stress 

level is less than 0.7 MPa, the HDPE matrix material carries all the plastic deformation at the 

melting point. The ductility at this temperature is a clear advantage when forming the material. 

Figure 41 shows how strain values are sensitive to temperature at low strain rates. Load-

displacement curves of the material at low strain rates are shown in Figure 42. Since stress levels 

are very low at the melting point of the material, the load-displacement curve of the specimen at 

this temperature is depicted solely so that the changes are visible. 

  
Figure 42. Load-displacement for the specimens at elevated temperatures and low strain rate. 

When the material is experiencing a higher strain rate (500 mm/min), increasing the temperature 

results in a higher strain capacity. Figure 43 shows load-displacement curves at higher strain rate. 

As can be seen, the stress level decreases when the temperature increases, while at the same time, 

rupture strain increases. The material is still brittle at both 82 and 100 °C; however, the behavior 

of the material at 118 °C is no longer totally brittle and shows a degree of ductility. It is clearly 

visible that increasing the temperature at higher levels of strain rate can lead to better formability 

of the material due to the increment in the strain capacity of the material.  
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Figure 43. Load-displacement for the specimens at elevated temperatures and higher strain rate. 

 

Forming tests were performed at higher strain rates since the material shows ductile behavior. The 

results are shown in Table 13. The numerical simulation shows acceptable correlation with 

experimental results. 

 As can be seen in Table 13, the material shows better formability as the temperature increases, 

which is in line with the findings of the tensile tests. While the sample breaks at room temperature, 

it is possible to get a formed product at the starting point of the glass transition, albeit with visible 

cracks. When forming the specimen at the melting point, it is possible to get a totally formed 

product without any cracks. It is notable that the minimum corner radius of the studied plate is 1 

mm, which is the minimum feasible for the manufacturer. As can be seen, around the melting point 

of the material the geometry does not break at this radius, which implies that bigger values can 

also be tolerated. 
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Table 13. Experimental and numerical results of forming at different temperatures. 

Temperature 25 °C 82 °C 100 °C 118 °C 135 °C  
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 Discussion  

From literature review, it was seen that post-processing of WPCs is a new field in manufacturing 

technology, and most research on the production of WPC products addresses materials issues and 

focuses on challenges in primary production such as extrusion (Soury et al., 2008; Huang et al., 

2013; Migneault et al., 2009) or challenges arising from the polymer used, for example, when 

using polypropylene (Tamrakar et al., 2011; Mazzanti et al., 2014; Ndiaye et al., 2013) or 

polyethylene (Adhikary et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013).  In this research, too, the polymer type 

used in the WPC needs to be taken into consideration, as it has to be able to cope with the process 

environment and shaping method. From the material behavior viewpoint, polyethylene and 

polypropylene are quite similar. The major difference is that polypropylene is more brittle than 

HDPE and has a higher melting point, on average, 30 °C higher. Additionally, it has higher 

ultimate tensile strength (28 MPa for HDPE, 40 MPa for PP) (Salih et al. 2013). These differences 

emphasize the importance of controlled cooling when using PP. Products, molds and tolerances 

need to be designed bearing in mind differences in the material properties of the polymers, for 

example, the lower modulus of elasticity of PE and higher brittleness of PP. 

The experiments in this work were designed based on the material properties of thermoplastics, 

and experimental measurements were selected in view of the fact that the thermomechanical 

properties of the polymers play a key role in production processes such as WPC shaping. 

Temperature plays the major role (Schildmeyer 2006, p.33). In related work, DSC curves have 

been used for simulation of thermoset composite material behavior in compression molding (Long 

2007) and for evaluation of the effect of temperature on the modulus of elasticity of WPC material 

(Tamrakar et al. 2011). In study of thermoforming of polymer films in a post-production process, 

it was recommended that tensile strength, thickness and DSC measurements be carried out 

(Engelmann 2012). 

One source used in selection of the post-processing method was literature from the steel industry. 

Steel is a different material but there are similarities in material characterization techniques, and 

manufacturing processes and methodology are similar. Some processes like Group Technology 

may be utilized for thermoplastic tool design process (Rosato et al. 1991, p.773).  

Another related field that can give pointers to possible techniques for WPC product manufacture 

is production of thermoplastic glass fiber composites. Such glass fiber composites have better 

dimensional homogeneity and better resistance to fungi (Lim et al. 1999; Avila 2005), but from 

the viewpoint of production method, these differences are unimportant as the work does not aim 

to compare the characteristics of different materials.    

The shape and thickness variation of the produced samples observed in the tests may have one of 

three origins: operator errors, poorly adjusted or controlled machine parameters, or defective raw 

material (Montgomery 2009). In this work, no signs of problems and defects in the setup accuracy 

and tool alignments were found. Moreover, the press operated correctly. On the other hand, 

material variation is a known factor in fiber composite materials (Stokke et al. 2014, p.11). The 

coefficient of friction of a similar commercial polymer composite material, Twintex PP, was 

investigated using 5 different calibrated instruments and significant variation was found, over 

30%, depending on the instrument. It was concluded that variation in friction was mostly caused 

by material thickness variation (Sachs 2014, p.21). According to the Taguchi method, products 
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should be strong enough to withstand possible variation in the raw material and process (Stamatis 

2001, p.283). With WPC products, for instance, tool geometries that allow material overflow could 

be used and products designed with excess thickness. It should be noted, however, that the 

variation in thickness and roughness after the post-production forming process in this work does 

not endanger the functionality of the product or feasibility of the process. The process can be 

considered as under control for the current research, although the material variation means that the 

products would not be suitable for Class A consumer products, which require surfaces with a 

probability of 15% of variation. Thus, the process would benefit from fine-tuning, technically and 

economically, to improve repeatability and reduce product variation, which would permit use of 

the process for a wider range of applications. 

Cooling tests were conducted from the extrusion nozzle temperature of 150 °C to the room 

temperature and the resulting cooling curves were fitted to two exponential functions separated by 

the material melting temperature. The measured bandwidth of the measurement points was 

observed to be independent of the location of the measurement point and there was no observable 

difference in the bandwidth or the average of the measured points from the edge or the centre of 

the sheet. In cooling tests, convection is the mode of energy transfer between a solid surface and 

an adjacent liquid or gas that is in motion, and cooling involves the combined effects of conduction 

and fluid motion (A. Cengel 2002, p.25).  Higher web speeds will have an effect on the cooling, 

but this effect was not simulated in the stationary experiments presented in this thesis. Currently, 

industrial extrusion speeds are relatively slow, in the range of 10 mm/s to 100 mm/s, and it could 

be said that the effect of convection is minimal at these speeds but at higher speeds there could be 

premature cooling. 

Offline post-production processing where thermoplastic composite material is fabricated and then 

reheated elsewhere is a novel method for three-dimensional forming of WPC products.  As the 

material heating behavior was different in the second cycle of the DSC test, and it is known that 

annealing of polymers reduces internal stresses caused by extrusion (ASTM 2015), the reheating 

approach may provide more resistant products with less internal stresses. It has been found with 

laminate fiber thermoplastic composites that low residual stresses and precise control of cooling 

are key factors for satisfactory quality (Sonmez & Eyol 2002).   

The experiments and modelling methodology in this thesis can be used with other polymer 

composite materials to determine the suitability of a product geometry for a material by simulating 

the forming behavior with a FEM model after data collection from selected measurements. As it 

is only possible to get accurate tensile data up to the melting point of the polymer, and post-

production processes usually occur considerably above the melting point, accurate modelling of 

the forming process at temperatures greater than melting is not achievable with this method. 

However, if the geometry of the product is formable at the melting point, the post-production 

process can considered fail-safe, as there is always more temperature-induced elasticity than 

needed.  

The reliability of the gathered and generated data is reasonable and acceptable for the purposes of 

this work. The experiments were conducted in an environment representative of a typical factory. 

The aim was to generate knowledge of the material for design of the post-production process. 

Environmental variables were not strictly controlled and variables such as humidity may have had 

an effect on the results; thus, the usability of the generated data for material science purposes is 
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somewhat limited. It should be noted that this kind of variable environment is considered a fixed 

operating condition by Figliola and Beasley (Figliola & Beasley 2011, p.119) and is often used in 

engineering measurements. 

 

Many of the results and observations derived from this thesis are applicable to post-production of 

WPC materials in general and are not limited to the specific material studied. The material studied 

included roughly the same amount of wood fiber and polymer and faced many of the challenges 

found with other low percentage fiber WPCs. The results are of value to diverse industry areas 

interested in fiber composite behavior and the development of methods and applications for post-

fabrication. 

Further work should consider the effect of temperature in the cutting unit, which is a major part of 

the shaping process, particularly for cutting done offline in a separate stage. In addition to 

temperature, other major parameters in press forming of WPC sheets require further study, for 

example, tooling and tool production for sophisticated geometries, and process parameters such as 

production line speed and dwell time. 
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 Conclusions 

The research presented in this dissertation combines practical and theoretical factors to assess the 

feasibility of producing a wide range of sustainable products using post-extruded WPC material. 

The aim of the thesis was to investigate and characterize the effect of temperature on the shaping 

process of extruded wood-plastic composite profiles in a post-production process using a press 

forming method. This information will enable improvement in the shaping of three-dimensional 

forming of extruded sheets through modification of the process environment and press forming 

stage. 

The starting point of the research was ideation of the novel post production process for fabricating 

a wider range of eco-friendly products using mainly recycled materials. Extrusion was selected as 

the primary method of material fabrication based on preliminary research and due to the well-

recognized capabilities of the method. Press forming is proposed for the shaping process of post 

extrusion manufacturing based on analysis and evaluation of possible secondary fabrication 

methods.  

 
Validating the viability of the developed novel post extrusion fabricating process and confirming 

related hypotheses, which form the central part of this dissertation, not only help with the aim of 

facilitating production of new products, in particular sustainable products with reduced 

environmental impact, but also reveal new important areas of research concerning the behavior of 

polymer composites and their treatment after fabrication. 

The first hypothesis was that utilization of a suitable post-production process and an appropriate 

shaping method makes viable the production of a wide range of three-dimensional WPC products 

from extruded WPC profiles. Validation of the novel post-production method was pursued through 

assessment of two determinative factors: firstly, whether the material is suitable for the post-

extrusion forming process, and secondly, whether the production line can handle the selected 

material or range of materials. Research of the material qualities and assessment of material 

formability, which was done with a novel approach evaluating forming through quality control of 

the forming process, demonstrated that this hypothesis was found to be valid and the material can 

feasibly be used in the studied process as long as temperature, the most significant parameter of 

the shaping process, and temperature-related effects are taken into consideration.  

Based on the results of preliminary forming tests, it was found that at typical extruder temperatures, 

it is possible to produce potentially useful shapes via pressing method; the tests also clearly showed 

the importance of temperature in the forming process. Thus, to make such post-production 

processes possible, pre-heated WPC profiles need to be used, or the process must be set up directly 

after the extrusion, as an online process, which can save energy, time and production space. 

 

A prototype press line was proposed for thermoplastic composite materials based on the 

thermomechanical characteristics of the extruded base WPC material used in the shaping process. 

Shaping must be done at an elevated temperature, which is possible right after the extruder in an 

online method or by heating up the material in an oven and immediately transferring it to the 

pressing unit in an offline production process. As extrusion is a very common method in wood-

plastic composites manufacturing, it was selected as the primary method of production. 

Furthermore, an extrusion-based production environment is able to cope with constantly moving 
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material. Having a two-moving-unit construction was found to be beneficial for reducing the 

vibration and improving the accuracy of the line. The press forming method was selected as the 

shaping stage for reasons of line productivity and product quality.  

The second hypothesis was that using press forming and a suitable temperature in three-

dimensional shaping of extruded WPC sheets can enhance material quality and improve the quality 

of the final products. Research on the shaping environment and post-production line was carried 

out to enable development of a post-production line suited to the characteristics of the material and 

the primary method of production. The results of the experiments and practical tests indicated that 

this hypothesis was valid, although it was noted that other parameters might affect the quality of 

the product, including the primary production method, and secondary parameters in the shaping 

stage, such as geometry and assembly of the tools, cutting method and material characteristics.   

Based on the formability test results, it was found that the predominant fiber orientation affected 

the forming result. The product was nearly 1.3% longer in the extrusion direction as a result of the 

effect of the direction of the wood fibers. This phenomenon should be taken into consideration in 

press forming of products and design of production tools, especially for complex shapes. Forming 

test results indicated that the samples produced were accurate with respect to geometrical shape 

and deformation of the product after cooling. The 2σ variance in comparison with the mean value 

for the diameter was approximately 1%, which indicates that the process was repeatable when 

geometry was considered as a primary goal of the press forming process. Surface roughness and 

thickness variation test results indicated that the process faces challenges in regard to the 

repeatability of these parameters. Thickness variation was found to be dependent on the thickness 

of the original extruded WPC sheets, and improvement in the repeatability results for surface 

quality and thickness variation is possible by improving the quality of the extruded WPC sheets. 

However, measurement results showed that variation in edge thickness and surface roughness 

decreased after the press forming, meaning reduced quality variation after the post-production 

process. 

 

The third hypothesis was that temperature as the determinative factor has a great effect on the 

layout of the process environment and the shaping stage. This parameter defines when and how 

the material needs to be transferred to the shaping stage and determines whether shaping and 

successful forming is feasible. Results of a diverse set of temperature-based tests and simulation 

of the behavior of the material in forming at elevated temperature indicate that the quality of the 

shaping process can be improved by effective temperature control. 

The cooling results indicated that the material can be formed non-isothermally and cut in time 

windows that can be achieved with uninsulated WPC post-production lines coupled directly to the 

extrusion equipment, if the extrusion speed and cross section of the product are selected correctly. 

It was found that cooling limits the slowest web speed possible, as the products have to be formed 

before the temperature drops under the melting temperature based on natural cooling of the 

material. It was calculated that 14 mm/s is the slowest possible speed for extrusion in the developed 

LUT KompoLine press with a press unit of 350 mm. It was also noted that the faster the web speed, 

the more time is needed for the forming stage to complete the product. As convection is a speed-

dependent phenomenon and a key factor in cooling in uninsulated environments, it can set the 

upper limit for the web speed of the material, though it is clear that challenges related to the 

fabrication of material in extrusion are the limiting factor in achieving faster web speeds.  
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Following definition of guidelines for material choice and production method, the two main 

parameters for successful production, and based on preliminary results, it was possible to evaluate 

formability and propose strategies to improve the forming quality of WPC profiles in the press 

forming using numerical simulations. Strain rate and temperature are considered as the two major 

determining factors whose regulation will enable improved product quality after the shaping 

process. Furthermore, knowledge of the effects of these two factors will enable more accurate 

estimation of effective production speed, which is important information for mass production, in 

both online and offline processes.  

Using measured thermomechanical properties of the WPC material, DSC tests, tensile tests and 

flexural bending tests and variable elevated temperatures, a finite element model with an elasto-

visco-plastic material property was successfully developed to simulate the behavior of the 

composite material. The results were verified with actual physical forming tests. It was found that 

the studied WPC material shows more ductile behavior at elevated temperatures and a greater 

increase in ultimate tensile strain at a higher strain rate (500 mm/min) than a lower strain rate (2 

mm/min). At the higher strain rate, increasing the temperature increased the ultimate strain 

capacity significantly (by 106% when the temperature increases from 82 to 118 °C). Based on the 

measured and simulated results, the formability of the studied WPC material can be considered 

suitable for production of a broad range of products if the material is in molten state during 

forming.   

 

Although three-dimensional WPC product manufacture using extruded WPC profiles combined 

with press forming due to the novelty of the production method and the complex characteristics of 

the material still requires much further investigation, it can be considered a feasible and practical 

approach for formed product manufacture and can feasibly contribute to greater and more effective 

use of recycled materials. 
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